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(54) NETWORK DATA STORING SYSTEM AND DATA ACCESSING METHOD THEREOF

(57) The present disclosure provides a network data
storage system and a network data access method. The
disclosed network data storage system includes: a data
node, used for storing a data unit; a metadata node, used
for storing and managing routing information and provid-
ing the routing information according to a data processing
request of a client; and a data management node, used
for processing the requested data unit in the data node
according to a data access request of the client. The dis-
closed system and method may improve access perform-
ance of network data, enhance expansibility of a system,
and lower expansion cost.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority from Chinese
Patent Application No. 200610150325.3, filed in China
Patent Office on October 26, 2006, entitled "NETWORK
DATA STORAGE SYSTEM AND DATA ACCESSING
METHOD", and incorporates the Chinese patent appli-
cation in its entirety by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to fields of data
storage and management, and particularly to systems
for storing network data, and methods for accessing net-
work data.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] A history of development of IT technology saw
a transition from a stage that centers on computer tech-
nology and driven by the development of processors to
a stage that centers on transmission technology. The
transition promoted the development and popularity of
computer network. The information of an increasing
number of business activities become digitized, leading
to an explosive increase in digitized information and a
growing demand for storage techniques of the IT tech-
nology. New characteristics such as mentioned below
have emerged in data storage applications:
[0004] (1) Data has become the most valuable asset.
Losing data can bring inestimable and even destructive
damages to a company.
[0005] (2) The total amount of data has increased ex-
plosively.
[0006] (3) Around-the-clock service has become the
trend. 365�24 hour service becomes the norm in e-com-
merce and most network service applications, and re-
quires existing data storage system to possess excellent
high availability.
[0007] (4) Storage management and maintenance are
required to be centralized, automatic, and intelligent.
[0008] (5) Storage technique needs to be platform in-
dependent.
[0009] Conventional storage system uses DAS (Direct
Attached Storage), i.e., storing through a direct connec-
tion, which is also called SAS (Server-Attached Storage).
In this approach, a storage device is directly connected
to a server through a cable (usually a SCSI connecting
cable). An I/O (input/output) request is sent to the storage
device directly. This storing approach relies on the serv-
er, while the storage device is simply a pile of hardware
without any storage operating system. Because of limi-
tations for server bus technology, systems using DAS
have poor expansibility. If the number of user connec-
tions increases, the server may become a performance
bottleneck of the entire system because the following rea-
sons.
[0010] (1) Bandwidth limitation of a computer. Al-

though the development of computer technology has led
to an increase in bus bandwidth of a computer, the in-
crease still fails to keep up with bandwidth requirement
of modem storage applications.
[0011] (2) Memory capacity limitation of a computer.
As memory capacity of a computer is limited, if there are
continuously large numbers of data access requests, the
memory capacity of the computer will be saturated quick-
ly, thus failing to process remaining requests for data
transmission.
[0012] (3) Overhead for management of a file system
may also increase data access time.
[0013] A large number of existing corporate applica-
tions rely heavily on database technology, and use cen-
tralized database server for centralized data storage.
These applications are generally a single point and a
performance bottleneck of the associated system. In ad-
dition to being costly and hard to expand, these corporate
applications also have particular difficulties in concur-
rently processing a large amount of data online. There-
fore, conventional approaches using centralized data
storage and management are no longer able to satisfy
rapidly growing demands.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0014] The present disclosure provides a system for
storing network data in order to solve the problem of poor
expansibility, high expansion cost and poor data access
performance that are inherent in the existing network da-
ta storage systems.
[0015] Based on the same technical concept, the
present disclosure further provides a method for access-
ing network data.
[0016] The present disclosure provides a system for
storing network data. The system includes:

a data node, used for storing a data unit;
a metadata node, used for storing and managing
routing information and providing the routing infor-
mation according to a data processing request of a
client; and
a data management node, used for processing the
requested data unit in the data node according to a
data access request of the client.

[0017] The metadata node, the data management
node, and the data node are connected to each other in
a tree structure. The metadata node is a root node of the
tree structure. The root node has one or more data man-
agement nodes below connected thereto. Each data
management node connects to one or more data nodes
below.
[0018] In the above-described system, the routing in-
formation stored in the metadata node includes:

routing information from the metadata node to the
data management node; and
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routing information from the data management node
to the data node.

[0019] The metadata node further stores a routing al-
gorithm of the data unit. The routing algorithm is for com-
puting an identifier of the data node storing the data unit
and position information of the data unit in the data node.
[0020] In the above-described system, the data man-
agement node may have data access service and/or re-
dundancy strategy deployed therein.
[0021] Herein, a data unit stored in the data node is
the smallest data set for an application.
[0022] Inside the data unit are multiple files and/or di-
rectories. The files inside the data unit may include data
files and/or index files.
[0023] The above-described system further includes a
log management node, which is used for storing a log
file, and providing log management service.
[0024] The above-described system further includes a
lock node used for storing a lock file and providing lock
management service.
[0025] The present disclosure also provides a method
for accessing network data. The method includes the fol-
lowing steps:

in a client, sending a request for accessing a data
unit to a metadata node, and receiving routing infor-
mation of a data management node from the meta-
data node;
in the client, sending the request for accessing the
data unit to the data management node according
to the routing information of the data management
node; and
in the data management node, obtaining routing in-
formation of a data node which stores the data unit
from the metadata node upon receiving the request,
and processing the data unit in the data node ac-
cording to the routing information of the data node
and operation requested by the client.

[0026] In the above-described method, after the meta-
data node receives the request for accessing the data
unit from the client, the metadata node sends the routing
information of the data management node to the client
using a process having the following steps:

in the metadata node, obtaining information of the
data unit from the request for accessing the data unit,
and obtaining an identifier of the data unit based on
a mapping relationship between the information of
the data unit and the identifier of the data unit;
computing an identifier of the data node which stores
the data unit from the identifier of the data unit based
on a routing algorithm of the data unit; and
obtaining an identifier of the data management node
based on a mapping relationship between the iden-
tifier of the data node and the identifier of the data
management node, and providing the identifier of

the data management node to the client.

[0027] In the above-described method, the metadata
node provides the routing information of the data node
to the data management node using a procedure having
the following steps:

obtaining an identifier of the data unit from a request
sent from the data management node; according to
a routing algorithm of the data unit and based on the
identifier of the data unit, computing an identifier of
the data node which stores the data unit and position
information of the data unit in the data node; and
providing the identifier of the data node and the po-
sition information to the data management node.

[0028] In the above-described method, the data man-
agement node separates storing operation from comput-
ing operation.
[0029] The storing operation is executed using a
thread pool corresponding to a storing job queue, while
the computing operation is executed using a thread pool
corresponding to a computing job queue.
[0030] The above-described method further includes
the following step:

upon receiving a data operation command from the
data management node, the data node processes
the data unit by a local file system in the data node
according to the operation command.

[0031] In the above-described method, the data unit
has a unique identifier. The identifier of the data unit is
computed through mapping using the identifier of the da-
ta node storing the data unit and the position information
of the data unit in the data node.
[0032] In the above-described method, processing the
data unit in the data node further includes the following
steps:

submitting a copy of a to-be-written block to a log file;
submitting the to-be-written block to the local file sys-
tem in the data node upon successfully submitting
the copy of the to-be-written block to the log file; and
deleting the copy of the block from the log file if suc-
cessfully submitting the to-be-written block to the file
system, and keeping the copy otherwise.

[0033] If the system recovers to a normal status from
an abnormal status, data recovery is performed accord-
ing to the block’s copy recorded in the log file.
[0034] The above-described method further includes
the step of:

lock-protecting access to the data unit using a file
lock of the data node and/or a file lock of the network
file system.
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[0035] The present invention may have the following
benefits:
[0036] (1) The disclosed system for storing network
data stores data into network nodes of a three-level struc-
ture in a distributed manner, and provides a unified ac-
cess management and routing, thus supporting linear ex-
pansion and upgrade. Therefore, compared with the ex-
isting technology, the disclosed system has better ex-
pansibility and lower expansion cost.
[0037] (2) The disclosed mechanism for accessing
network data, being based on the above distributed data
storing system, adopts a two-level routing algorithm, and
allows the position of a data file to be transparent to a
client. A distributed design of a three-level structure al-
lows a data management node in the middle level to
share processing operations for data access, and can
thus improve the access performance of network data
by tactfully configuring the three-level structure.
[0038] (3) The present disclosure further adopts jour-
naling technology to support transaction processing and
improve consistency and integrity of network data ac-
cess.
[0039] (4) The present disclosure further employs a
lock management function to solve the problem of file
lock failure in a network file system.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0040] FIG. 1 shows a schematic structural diagram of
an exemplary system for storing network data in accord-
ance with the present disclosure.
[0041] FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
a tree structure of an exemplary system for storing net-
work data in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0042] FIG. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
an exemplary process of accessing network data in ac-
cordance with the present disclosure.

EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0043] The present invention is described in details us-
ing exemplary embodiments and figures.
[0044] FIG. 1 shows a schematic structural diagram of
an exemplary system for storing network data in accord-
ance with the present disclosure. The data storing system
includes the following:
[0045] DataNode: a data node, which is a node in a
network used for storing raw data and indices. The raw
data is stored in DataNode in form of data units.
[0046] Management Node: a data management node,
which is a node in the network acting as a middle level
and used for providing routine services such as indexing
and redundancy strategy. Management Node manages
a group of related DataNodes.
[0047] MetaNode: a metadata node, which manages
names, spaces and mapping relationships of the data
nodes, and is a node in the network used for providing
basic routing information. Two routing relations primarily

maintained by MetaNode are routing from MetaNode to
Management Node (i.e., first-level route), and routing
from Management Node to DataNode (i.e., second-level
route).
[0048] Transaction Log: a transaction management
node based on journaling technology, generally de-
ployed in Management Node to store log files and used
for achieving transaction data protection.
[0049] Lock Node: a global network node, which stores
a data lock in form of a file, and is used for achieving lock
management of data access.
[0050] Architecture of the network data storage system
in FIG. 1 is organized in a tree structure as illustrated in
FIG. 2.
[0051] FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
a tree structure of an exemplary system for storing net-
work data in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0052] As shown in the figure, nodes in the network
data storage system are logically divided into three lev-
els. From the lowest level to the top level are DataNode,
Management Node, and MetaNode. MetaNode acts as
a root node and has multiple leaf nodes Management
Node, while each Management Node in turn has multiple
DataNode as its leaf nodes.
[0053] A network data storage system in the foregoing
exemplary embodiment may be configured using the fol-
lowing procedure.
[0054] Step one: determine a data unit, assigns an ID
to the data unit, and stores the data unit in DataNode in
a distributed manner.
[0055] A data unit in this exemplary embodiment refers
to an abstract data set transcending file system levels.
Based on business characteristics and business needs,
a data unit can be defined as a minimum data set which
can be managed separately. Most requests and process-
ing of corporate data have a distinct locality characteris-
tic. For example, categorizing, indexing, receiving, and
sending emails in an email system are achieved within
a space of a fixed name such as an email account. In
this case, an email account may be treated as a data unit.
[0056] A data unit may contain multiple files or direc-
tories therein, e.g., data files, index files, and file direc-
tories. These files and directories are managed by a local
file system within the DataNode which stores the data
unit.
[0057] An ID of a data unit uniquely identifies the data
unit. An ID of a data unit includes two pieces of informa-
tion, namely an ID of DataNode storing the data unit, and
specific position information of the data unit in DataNode.
These two pieces of information can be computed from
the ID of the data unit using a routing algorithm of the
data unit. An ID of a data unit therefore implicitly includes
a correspondence relationship between the data unit and
DataNode storing the data unit.
[0058] Step two: determine routing algorithm and rout-
ing information, and stores the information in MetaNode.
[0059] The routing information maintained by MetaN-
ode includes the following: the information of the route
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from MetaNode to Management Node (i.e., first-level
routing information), and the information of route from
Management Node to DataNode (i.e., second-level rout-
ing information). These two kinds of routing information
are implemented using mapping relationships and map-
ping algorithm as follows:
[0060] Establish a mapping relationship table between
the data unit information (e.g., a name of a data unit) and
an ID of associated data unit, and a mapping relationship
table between DataNode ID and Management Node ID;
and configure a routing algorithm of the data unit, such
that using the routing algorithm the ID of DataNode stor-
ing the data unit and the specific position information of
the data unit in DataNode can be obtained from the ID
of the data unit.
[0061] The process of implementing a first-level route
may include the following: obtain a route from MetaNode
to Management Node by applying in turns the mapping
relationship table between the data unit information and
the ID of the data unit, the routing algorithm of the data
unit, and the mapping relationship table between DataN-
ode ID and Management Node ID.
[0062] The process of implementing a second-level
route includes: send a request from Management Node
to MetaNode, and obtain a route from Management Node
to DataNode storing the requested data unit according
to the routing algorithm of the data unit by MetaNode.
[0063] Step three: deploy Management Node as fol-
lows.
[0064] Deploy in Management data access services
(e.g., indexing service), and possibly also a redundancy
strategy; and
[0065] Adopt in Management Node a technique of sep-
arating storing (i.e., I/O-bound tasks) and computing (i.e.,
CPU-bound tasks) to divide tasks into two queues, name-
ly a computing task queue and a storing task queue,
which are completed by two separate thread pools con-
currently to fully utilize CPU and I/O resources.
[0066] Based on the network data storage system in
the foregoing exemplary embodiment, a process of ac-
cessing network data is shown in FIG. 3.
[0067] FIG. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
an exemplary process of accessing network data in ac-
cordance with the present disclosure. The process in-
cludes the following steps.
[0068] At S301, a client sends a request for accessing
data to MetaNode, providing descriptive information of a
data unit (e.g., a name of the data unit) that is being re-
quested for access.
[0069] At S302, the MetaNode returns first-level rout-
ing information to the client, providing position informa-
tion of a Management Node which is responsible for man-
aging the data unit.
[0070] The MetaNode obtains the descriptive informa-
tion of the data unit from the request of the client, and
obtains an ID of the data unit requested by the client
based on a mapping relationship table between the de-
scription information of the data unit and the ID of the

data unit. Based on a routing algorithm of the data unit,
an ID of a DataNode storing the data unit is computed
from the ID of the data unit. An ID of a Management Node
which manages the DataNode is subsequently obtained
using a mapping relationship table between DataNode
ID and Management Node ID. The acquired ID of the
Management Node is then sent to the client by the
MetaNode.
[0071] At S303, the client sends the request for ac-
cessing data to the Management Node upon finding the
Management Node using the first-level routing informa-
tion.
[0072] At S304, the Management Node requests the
MetaNode for the position of the data unit in a network
according to the identity of the client and the information
of the data unit in the request.
[0073] In the above S302, when the MetaNode returns
the first-level routing information to the client, the MetaN-
ode may also return the ID of the client-requested data
unit at the same time. In this case, the client’s request
for accessing data at S303 includes the ID of the data
unit that is being requested for access, and the request
from the Management Node to the MetaNode at S304
also includes the ID of the data unit.
[0074] At S305, the MetaNode returns second-level
routing information to the Management Node, informing
the position of the data unit in the network.
[0075] The MetaNode obtains the ID of the data unit
from the request sent by the Management Node, com-
putes the DataNode ID and the specific position of the
data unit in the DataNode from the ID of the data unit
using the routing algorithm of the data unit, and returns
this information to the Management Node.
[0076] At S306, the Management Node finds the Da-
taNode storing the data unit and the position of the data
unit in the DataNode based on the position information,
and processes the data in the data unit according to the
request of the client.
[0077] The DataNode processes the data unit through
a local file system according to an operation command
of the Management Node.
[0078] At S307, the Management Node returns a data
processing result to the client as needed.
[0079] In the above process of accessing data, Man-
agement Node adopts a technique to internally separate
storing (I/O-bound task) and computing (CPU-bound
task) and divide tasks into two queues, a computing task
queue and a storing task queue, which are concurrently
completed by two separate threads respectively.
[0080] The above process of accessing data also uses
transaction processing mechanisms including journaling
mechanism and lock technology in the exemplary em-
bodiments of the present invention to ensure the reliabil-
ity of network data access.
[0081] Many file operations are non-atomic activities.
Particularly in a process crossing multiple files or multiple
nodes, consistency and integrity of data are prone to
damage, leading to anomalous conditions such as ab-
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normal system shutdown. Borrowing the idea of log pro-
tection mechanism provided by database and the file sys-
tem of an operating system, the present invention pro-
vides a transaction protection mechanism for accessing
data that have a non-database structure as in the exem-
plary embodiments.
[0082] If a data unit in the exemplary embodiment of
the present disclosure is accessed (e.g., an access or
storing operation), a copy of the to-be-written block is
written into a log file. When the associated I/O data sent
to the log file has been completely transmitted (i.e., data
has been successfully submitted to the log file), the block
is written to a local file system of DataNode. When I/O
data being sent to the file system has been completely
transmitted (i.e., data has been successfully submitted
to the file system), the block’s copy is removed from the
log file. If transmission of the I/O data to the file system
has failed, the log file keeps the block’s copy.
[0083] If the system crashes or is restarted as needed,
the system first reads the log file, and performs recovery
according to the block’s copy which has been recorded
in the log file so that the system can recover the normal
state prior to the occurrence of the exception.
[0084] In order to enhance isolation of a transaction,
the exemplary embodiment of the present invention fur-
ther provides a lock mechanism. Isolation of a transaction
is generally ensured by locking a resource that is being
accessed by the transaction. Moreover, locking tech-
nique is a very helpful tool for ensuring characteristics,
high concurrency and high reliability of a file transaction.
[0085] The exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention uses combines Dotlock file lock widely used in
local hard disk single node and POSIX-compliant Flock
() or Fcntl() of BSD-based systems used by network file
systems (NFS). A specific implementation is as follows.
[0086] Acquire a Dotlock first. At this step, acquisition
by multiple nodes is possible. Upon successful acquisi-
tion, attempt to acquire Flock() or Fcntl(). These locks
are saved in a global node in form of a file. During recov-
ery, the system checks and releases any suspended
lock. The lock granularity of may be a lock for a data
block, a file, a directory, or even a DataNode.
[0087] The following uses an example of adding stor-
age capability to a high capacity email system for an il-
lustration.
[0088] Step one: conduct data plan and determine the
minimum data unit managed by a system.
[0089] An email address (i.e., an email account) is gen-
erally made up of a username and a domain name, with
a symbol @ therebetween. An email account may be
counted as a minimum data unit, or a domain name may
be treated as a data unit. The present exemplary embod-
iment selects an email account to be a data unit.
[0090] Step two: determine a routing algorithm and a
routing table.
[0091] The aim for planning a routing algorithm is to
resolve the issue of how to find the storage location of a
mailbox content based on an email account provided by

a user. In order to support the ever-expanding capacity
of a system, the exemplary embodiment uses 32-bit ad-
dress space for routing. Accordingly, maximally 1G (i.e.,
about one billion) number of users can be supported.
This 32-bit address space is referred to as RID (Route
ID), and is used for uniquely identifying an email account.
The present exemplary embodiment assumes that one
DataNode can support up to 1M (220 = 1,048,576) users.
Therefore, the size of the address space for DataNode
is 1M, wherein a specific address may generally be rep-
resented by a directory of a local file system. The present
exemplary embodiment uses the lower 20 bits for map-
ping specific directories, referred to as internal addresses
DataID in a DataNode. Each DataNode has a unique
sequence number NSN (Node Sequence Number),
which is represented by the upper 12 bits of the 32-bit
RID. Specifically, RID >> 20 = NSN, i.e., right shift the
RID by 20 bits obtains NSN.
[0092] Examples of routing tables stored in MetaNode
are shown in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2.

[0093] TABLE 2 indicates that each Management
Node manages three nodes. A request from the address
xxx@yyy.com is processed by Management Node hav-
ing identifier worker-1.
[0094] Step three: conduct capacity plan upon estab-
lishing the data plan and routing strategy.
[0095] When there are few users, one Management
Node and one DataNode (which is with sequence
number of 0 and responsible for managing 0-1M users)
may be deployed. As the number of users increases, a
new DataNode is added when one DataNode can no
longer satisfy storage needs. The sequence number of
the new DataNode is assumed to be 1, i.e., the upper 12
bits of associated RID is 000000000001. The new Da-
taNode is responsible for managing users between 1M
and 2M of the lower 20 bits of the RID. As illustrated
above, as business continues to expand, the system can

TABLE 1: Mapping Relationship between Email 
Accounts and Email RIDs

Mail Address RID

xxx@yyy.com 11033234

aaa@bbb.com 1033134

··· ···

TABLE 2: Mapping Relationship between DataNode 
ID and Management Node ID

Node NSN Management Node

0,1,2 worker-1

3,4,5 worker-2

··· ···

9 10 
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continue to expand linearly, thus achieving storage of
massive amount of data.
[0096] Step four: deploy MetaNode.
[0097] Routing information tables such as TABLE 1
and TABLE 2 may be stored in a database of MetaNode
or stored in form of a file. As routing information table is
not large in size, the entire routing table may be placed
in an internal memory after the server has started up.
This allows fast response to client requests. Different
strategies may be adopted for different applications. For
example, for a simple application with well organized data
rules, MetaNode may be simplified to be a two-level hash
algorithm which is implemented using unique data ID pro-
vided by the application.
[0098] Step five: deploy services of Management
Node and designate the configuration to establish an in-
dex.
[0099] Data searching function is added to Manage-
ment Node for indexing data need to be stored. Index file
and data file are stored in relevant data nodes. If busi-
ness-related data processing is required, a related logical
job, acting as service, is deployed in associated server.
Management Node uses a technique that separates stor-
ing and computing to fully explore system capability.
[0100] With future development of business, the sys-
tem may continuously expand its capacity as demanded.
As the number of users increases, DataNodes can be
added continuously. Each time three DataNode are add-
ed, a new Management Node may be deployed. With
respect to MetaNode, generally only one server is need-
ed. Alternatively, in order not to become a single point of
the system, backup mechanism may be used, and addi-
tional MetaNode servers may be added for backup.
[0101] Above preferred embodiment is aimed at a rel-
atively simple email system. The application scenarios
of the network data storage system of the present inven-
tion as illustrated by the exemplary embodiments, how-
ever, are not limited to this particular type of application.
The network data storage system illustrated by the ex-
emplary embodiments of the present disclosure is par-
ticularly suitable for use in B2B e-commerce platform and
software. Applications of this type are generally company
and user centered, and has a great amount of online
transaction processing. Therefore, a user or a company
may be treated as a data unit aggregate. Because data
is primarily possessed internally, other users are not al-
lowed to access the data. Treating the data as a data
unit aggregate for managing ensures that the company
data is physically independent and isolated, and not min-
gled with that data of other users. This also supports on-
line search and business processing at the same time.
[0102] Compared with database, this scheme has a
clear advantage. A database cannot create a set of da-
tabases for each company user, and generally must put
all corporate application data of the same kind into one
table without physically implementing safe isolation, thus
requiring associated application to handle such problems
as illegal access. When there are a large number of us-

ers, the database method may cause a severe perform-
ance problem.
[0103] Evidently, a technician in the art can alter or
modify the present invention in many different ways with-
out departing from the spirit and the scope of this inven-
tion. Accordingly, it is intended that the present invention
cover all modifications and variations which fall within the
scope of the claims of the present invention and their
equivalents.

Claims

1. A system for storing network data, characterized in
that the system comprises:

a data node, used for storing a data unit;
a metadata node, used for storing and managing
routing information and providing the routing in-
formation according to a data processing re-
quest of a client; and
a data management node, used for processing
the requested data unit in the data node accord-
ing to a data access request of the client.

2. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein:

the metadata node, the data management node,
and the data node are connected to each other
in a tree structure;
the metadata node is a root node of the tree
structure, the root node connecting to one or
more data management nodes below; and
each data management node connects to one
or more data nodes below.

3. The system as recited in claim 1, characterized in
that the routing information stored in the metadata
node comprises:

routing information for routing from the metadata
node to the data management node; and
routing information for routing from the data
management node to the data node.

4. The system as recited in claim 3, characterized in
that the metadata node further stores a routing al-
gorithm of the data unit, the routing algorithm being
for computing an identifier of the data node which
stores the data unit and position information of the
data unit in the data node.

5. The system as recited in claim 1, characterized in
that the data management node has a data access
service and/or a redundancy strategy deployed
therein.

6. The system as recited in claim 1, characterized in
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that the data unit stored in the data node is the small-
est data set for a business application.

7. The system as recited in claim 6, characterized in
that the data unit contains therein multiple files
and/or directories.

8. The system as recited in claim 7, characterized in
that the files in the data unit include a data file and/or
an index file.

9. The system as recited in claim 1, characterized in
that the system further comprises:

a log management node, used for storing a log
file and providing log management service.

10. The system as recited in claim 1 or claim 9, charac-
terized in that the system further comprises:

a lock node, used for storing a lock file and pro-
viding lock management service.

11. A method for accessing network data, character-
ized in that the method comprises:

in a client, sending a request for accessing a
data unit to a metadata node, and receiving rout-
ing information of a data management node from
the metadata node;
in the client, sending the request for accessing
the data unit to the data management node ac-
cording to the routing information of the data
management node; and
in the data management node, obtaining routing
information of a data node which stores the data
unit from the metadata node upon receiving the
request, and processing the data unit in the data
node according to the routing information of the
data node and operation requested by the client.

12. The method as recited in claim 11, characterized
in that, after receiving the request for accessing the
data unit from the client, the metadata node sends
the routing information of the data management
node to the client using a process comprising:

in the metadata node, obtaining information of
the data unit from the request for accessing the
data unit, and obtaining an identifier of the data
unit based on a mapping relationship between
the information of the data unit and the identifier
of the data unit;
computing an identifier of the data node which
stores the data unit from the identifier of the data
unit based on a routing algorithm of the data unit;
and
obtaining an identifier of the data management

node based on a mapping relationship between
the identifier of the data node and the identifier
of the data management node, and providing
the identifier of the data management node to
the client.

13. The method as recited in claim 11, characterized
in that, the metadata node provides the routing in-
formation of the data node to the data management
node using a procedure comprising:

obtaining an identifier of the data unit from a re-
quest sent from the data management node;
according to a routing algorithm of the data unit
and based on the identifier of the data unit, com-
puting an identifier of the data node which stores
the data unit and position information of the data
unit in the data node; and
providing the identifier of the data node and the
position information to the data management
node.

14. The method as recited in claim 11, characterized
in that the data management node separates storing
operation from computing operation.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, characterized
in that the storing operation is executed using a
thread pool corresponding to a storing job queue,
and the computing operation is executed using an-
other thread pool corresponding to a computing job
queue.

16. The method as recited in claim 11, characterized
in that the method further comprises:

upon receiving a data operation command from
the data management node, processing at the
data node the data unit using a local file system
in the data node according to the operation com-
mand.

17. The method as recited in any one of claims 11-16,
characterized in that the data unit has a unique
identifier.

18. The method as recited in claim 17, characterized
in that the identifier of the data unit is computed
through mapping using the identifier of the data node
storing the data unit and the position information of
the data unit in the data node.

19. The method as recited in claim 11, characterized
in that, processing the data unit in the data node
further comprises:

submitting a copy of a to-be-written block to a
log file;
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submitting the to-be-written block to the local file
system in the data node upon successfully sub-
mitting the copy of the to-be-written block to the
log file; and
deleting the copy of the block from the log file if
successfully submitting the to-be-written block
to the file system, and keeping the copy other-
wise.

20. The method as recited in claim 19, characterized
in that the method performs data recovery according
to the copy of the block recorded in the log file if the
system recovers to normal status from an abnormal
status.

21. The method as recited in claim 11 or claim 19, char-
acterized in that the method further comprises:

lock-protecting access to the data unit using a
file lock of the data node and/or a file lock of the
network file system.
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